


Click on any lesson to start



Click on the lesson name or scan any pages in the text book to access.
Example: the forth lesson of the first unit

The summary section shows 
the content of this course and 
the proportion of the learned
Zi.
Slide left or right to switch to 
the previous or next lesson.
Click here to play the 
background music, read it 
according to the rhythm of the 
music, which can help you 
better remember these Zi.

Each lesson contains 16 Zi. 
Select a Zi and click. The audio 
system will demonstrate the 
corresponding pronunciation.  
The voice is interchangeable 
between male and female 
sound with every click

The system will read the line once you slide the line horizontally, the 
background color of the read Zi will be changed

The system will read all once you slide vertically

Click the white
triangle button to play
all contents of the
page repeatedly



To quickly memorize Zi, please follow the instruction below. 
Firstly, focus on memorizing the shape and pronunciation of Zi

After reading aloud, there
will be a microphone icon.
When the system first uses 
this function, a dialogue box 
will appear with a 
microphone permission 
confirmation

After reading aloud, a 
score will be given 
based on your 
pronunciation skills

Click on the circle 
microphone icon; 
click a Zi or a line of Zi



When you can read aloud 16 Zi, click the button below, some of
the Zi in the page will be hidden

In this state, continue to
read aloud, then click the 
same button, the displayed 
Zi will gradually reduce 
until the last Zi

Through this exercise, our
brain can memorize the
shape of the Zi efficiently



Click this button repeatedly to random display a line of Zi and
read the sentence aloud

Click this button
repeatedly, until you
can read each of the Zi
accurately

Click the other two
buttons and it will
randomly show a Ci or
Zi until you can read
aloud every single Zi 
quickly



Click this button repeatedly to randomly display a line of Zi and
read the sentence aloud
The difference from the previous exercise is, each sentence 
displays in the same position

After reading aloud each 
sentence accurately, click 
this button repeatedly, 
until you can read aloud 
each Zi accurately



After pressing this botton,you 
will find all the Zi in sixteen 
squares changed their 
positions,read them in the 
current order

Click this double arrow button
to disturb the position of the 
sixteen  Zi.



At this stage, the pronunciation and glyph of every Zi have already
memorized
Next, click this button, it will show the foreign language translation of
each Zi

The second click will
display the foreign
translation

The third click will return 
back to the Zi state



After completing the Zi exercise, click this
button to start the Ci exercise



Enter the Words page and you will see a translation button 
in the upper right corner of the interface.

Click this button the first 
time, the words will 
disappear.

Click this button again, the 
translated content will disappear.

Click the play button to read 
all words automatically



Click the hide button in the word interface to hide the second Zi

Click this button again to 
hide the first Zi

Click again to display the complete 
words



Black Zi is from this lesson; grey Zi is from the previous lesson;
blue Zi is polyphone, red Zi is new. Every lesson consists 1-2 new
Zi

Click on the translation 
column to show the
translation and example 
sentence



All the Zi on the screen can be clicked to show the 
relationship between them. In this way, you can establish 
the network relationship between Zi, words and sentences.

Long press Click



Click this button to open the sentence exercise

Black Zi is from this lesson; the grey Zi is from the previous lessons;
the blue Zi is polyphone; the red Zi is new

Click the play button to read 
all sentences automatically.
It is suggested that learners 
can turn on this function 
and listen to these 
sentences repeatedly at 
ordinary times, which is of 
great help to cultivate 
Chinese language sense and 
improve the accuracy of 
pronunciation.



Click the hide button repeatedly to gradually hide Zi in the 
sentence



Click on the icon in in the upper right corner of the interface 
to display the foreign languages translation of the sentence

Click the horn button to play the 
pronunciation of the example 
sentence,
And you can see the translation 
of this sentence



Click this button to open the essay, 
The first essay contains all 16 learned Zi in this lesson



Click this button to open the writing and stroke order page

Click on any of the Zi 
to display the stroke 
order of the Zi



Click a Zi to display its stroke order animation

Click any stroke to 
display the animation 
of the stroke



Clicking this button to clear writing area

Write on the screen 
with your finger. Click 
this button after 
writing to score the 
accuracy of writing



Click this button switch to stroke mode 

You can click the strokes at the 
bottom of the screen to form Zi 
in the correct order



After completing this lesson, click this button to start the self-test

There are 10 tests for each
lesson

It will show the highest
score for each test when
opened. Tests are
repeatable

The highest score is 1000
There is no star if below
250 251-500 = one star
501-750 = two stars
751 or above = 3 stars



Click the icon or result to enter the test.
The first test is to select the corresponding Zi based on the
pronunciation you hear

Click the triangle button
to start the test

If you have not heard the 
pronunciation, You can
click the speaker button to
listen again

Each test has 10 questions, 
10 seconds for each
question. The remaining
time is the score if the
answer is corrected



The second test is to read the Zi you see

Each test has 10 questions, 
You won't jump to the 
next Zi until you finish 
speaking the last  Zi. The 
quicker the reaction and 
the more accurate the 
reading, the higher the 
score



The third test is to select the corresponding meaning based on
the pronunciation



The fourth test is to select the corresponding Zi based on the
meaning



The fifth test is to select the corresponding meaning based on
the Zi



The sixth test is to select the corresponding Ci based on the
pronunciation



The seventh test is to read the Ci you see



The eighth test is to select the the corresponding meaning
based on the pronunciation



The nineth test is to select the corresponding Ci based on the
meaning



The tenth test is to select the corresponding meaning based on the Ci



Click the star sign to view the ranking list

You can see the group
name by joining the group, 
otherwise; you can only
see the global user
ranking

By clicking the
group name
to view overall
group ranking



There is a unit review for every 4 lessons

Click on the unit
review



It will show 64 Zi

Click the first button to
enter the review

The first button has the
same function as before

Arranged Ci by
order of the Zi 
from the lesson
and divided into
two lines
according to the 
Zi before and
after



Click to enter the Pinyin page

Pinyin is organized by
the order of the initials



Scroll down the page, there are two different parts are
arranged by the vowel and tone

Arranged by order of
vowel

Arranged by
order of tone



Click into the page of dialogue

The names and
numbers are
displayed in deep
red colour which
can not be clicked

You can click the
others Zi and Ci to
show the
translation



Unit review has two more tests



The 11th test is to select the corresponding Zi according to 
the Pinyin



The 12th test is to read the Zi you see



The 13th test is to select the corresponding pinyin according
to the Zi



There is a grade review for every 16 lessons

If you bought our 
textbooks and landed 
successfully ,click on the
grade review

You will see all the 256 Zi 
we learned in this 
grade,refer to the previous 
instructions for functions on 
the interface



Click this button to enter the setting page



Click this button to switch to have spaces between
different Zi or Ci when the example sentences are
displayed



Click “Language” to change the language for display and translation



Change login password and email



Modify personal information



Financial information

Currently, there are three ways
to recharge credit cards,
WeChat and Alipay.
After recharging, use Speedy
Mandarin Coins to buy lessons
or book online courses.



Invite friends

Click QR code to share it with
wechat or other social tools.
You can also paste the link to
other websites, forums, etc.



Certificate



Click Group, go into Group menu.



Create a new group



Join to a group



Show group info

显示小组成员信息，并可
以退出此小组



Search online courses

Enter the online course page,
then enter the search page,
select the lesson and language,
and all available courses within
the specified date will be
displayed.



Book online courses

Click the trainer's Avatar to view 
his personal information. Click 
the course time to display the 
appointment page. If the balance 
of Speedy Mandarin Coins is 
enough, you can make an 
appointment directly. Otherwise, 
you need to recharge first.



Apply for certification



After clicking logout, you will need to login again next
time to use this App



If you forgot your password, you can reset it on the login page

Enter email and 
verification code to 
reset the password


